
We exist to build great software

Contact us: sales@maqsoftware.com Visit us: https://maqsoftware.com/services

As the 2021 Microsoft Power BI Partner of the Year, we enable leading 
companies to accelerate their business intelligence and analytics 
initiatives. Our solutions enable our clients to improve their 
operations, reduce costs, increase sales, and build stronger customer 
relationships. 

Our clients consistently recognize us for providing architecture and 
governance frameworks, implementing best practices to optimize 
reports, and building team capability through training programs. Our 
innovative tools and 40+ certified visuals expand Power BI capabilities 
to save time for decision makers. 

As a premier supplier to Microsoft for two decades, our clients benefit 
from our extensive insights into the platform and engineering 
practices. Microsoft has awarded us seven specializations for meeting 
Microsoft's highest standards of service delivery. Our clients improve 
their implementations with breadth and depth of our expertise. 

With globally integrated teams in Redmond, Mumbai, Hyderabad, and 
NOIDA, we deliver solutions with increased velocity and tech intensity. 
Our daily delivery and feedback model offers the flexibility to adapt 
solutions to changing business needs.

About us Microsoft Specializations

Analytics on Microsoft Azure

AI and Machine Learning 
on Microsoft Azure

Data Warehouse Migration 
to Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Low Code  
Application Development

Migrate Enterprise Applications 
to Microsoft Azure

DevOps with GitHub 
on Microsoft Azure

Cloud Security
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Services offered

Consulting  
and strategy

Get strategic guidance tailored to your needs, ensuring you harness the full 
potential of Dynamics 365

Unlock your business potential with our consulting offers. From in-depth assessments and 
strategic briefings to tailored workshops and implementations, we deliver solutions that drive 
growth and efficiency.

Learn more

Customization 
and development

Learn about how a multinational tech company streamlined its annual expo with our solution. 
This low-code system improved attendance tracking and feedback collection, empowered 
organizers, and reduced manual errors.  

Learn more

Integration  
and migration

Achieve seamless integration of Dynamics 365 with existing systems with our 
expert assistance with data migration and system upgrades

Learn how a Fortune 500 software company optimized marketing promotions. Dynamic 
checklists tailored to promotion types led to faster completion, ensured compliance, and 
increased accountability. Quicker time-to-market and greater sales growth were achieved.

Learn more

Automation  
and reporting

Benefit from automated workflows, custom reporting, and dashboards using 
Power BI, providing actionable insights

Explore how a software company used Dynamics 365 and SharePoint to transform and 
automate their privacy request management. With a streamlined web portal and structured 
emails, the process was simplified, team onboarding improved, and audit-ready logs ensured. 
In just two weeks, 800+ requests were efficiently handled.

Learn more

Experience a Dynamics 365 customized to fit your unique processes and 
requirements, including custom entities, workflows, and plugins

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-US/marketplace/consulting-services?page=1&search=MAQ%20Software
https://blog.maqsoftware.com/2018/11/save-time-with-integrated-marketing.html
https://blog.maqsoftware.com/2020/10/dynamic-checklist-dynamics-365.html
https://blog.maqsoftware.com/2019/07/case-study-reducing-costs-by-automating.html

